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1 Introduction

• The why-sprout in (1) is ambiguous (cf. Rudin 2019: 275, ex. 39); but the one in (2) is not:

(1) Nobody liked the movie, except John, but I don’t know why

a. . . . nobody liked the movie, except John. (People usually like trashy movies.)

b. . . . John liked the movie. (He usually hates trashy movies.)

(2) Except John, nobody liked the movie, but I don’t know why

a. . . . nobody liked the movie, except John. (People usually like trashy movies.)

b. # . . . John liked the movie. (He usually hates trashy movies.)

• Following Rudin’s (2019: 275) suggestion, we use sentences like (1) as a probe to investigate the
structure of except-phrases.

• We argue that the except-phrase in (1) contains elided clausal structure, which provides the required
syntactic antecedent for the ‘John reading’ of the why-sprout in (1b).

• When an except-phrase does not contain clausal structure, as we will argue for (2), there is no antecedent
to support the ‘John reading’, which therefore disappears.

• This pattern supports the view that ellipsis requires a syntactic antecedent, and reveals diversity in the
syntactic structure of except-phrases.

2. The puzzle

3. Proposal: except-phrase antecedents

4. Pronounceability in except-phrases

5. Alternative analyses

6. Clausal except-phrases

7. German exceptives

8. Negation

9. Conclusion

2 The puzzle

• We assume that the readings in (1a) and (1b) are supported by elided structure, as indicated with
strikeout in (3):

∗Thanks to Tim Hunter for advising; an audience at UCLA’s SynSem; poster visitors at the Penn Linguistics Conference,
22-24 March 2019 (PLC 43), and Sluicing and Ellipsis at 50, University of Chicago, 12-13 April 2019 (Sluicing+@50); many
anonymous reviewers; and Johanna Benz for German.
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(3) Nobody liked the movie, except John, but I don’t know why

a. . . . nobody liked the movie, except John.

b. . . . John liked the movie.

• The only obviously available antecedent for the why-sprout is the main clause: Nobody liked the movie,
except John.

• This is just what is needed for the ‘nobody reading’ (3a), providing exact identity between antecedent
and ellipsis.

• But taking the main clause to be the antecedent for the ‘John reading’ (3b) is highly problematic for
prominent accounts of clausal ellipsis:

– Merchant (2001): mutual entailment between antecedent and ellipsis; but John liked the movie
does not entail Nobody liked the movie(, except John).

– Chung et al. (1995): LF pro-form substitution; but mismatching subjects, John vs. Nobody, means
there is no one antecedent to copy over.

• We need an antecedent where John and liked the movie are in the same place.

• We argue that such an antecedent is provided by elided clausal structure in the except-phrase in (1/3),
but not in other cases, such as (2).

3 Proposal: except-phrase antecedents

• We propose that the antecedent for the ‘John reading’ of the why-sprout in (1) is the except-phrase,
where the except-phrase itself contains clausal ellipsis.

• This claim has cross-linguistic precedents in Spanish (Pérez-Jiménez and Moreno-Quibén 2012), Egyptian
Arabic (Soltan 2016), and Malagasy (Potsdam 2018).

• We take the ellipsis in the except-phrase to be bare argument ellipsis, or “stripping”, following Merchant
(2005) for a pair like (4). The answer is focus-fronted, followed by deletion of the TP from which the
subject has evacuated; cf. Ross (1969) for sluicing:

(4) Q: Which movie did Jason like? A: Thunderheart [ Jason liked tThunderheart].

• The stripping analysis is applied to the except-phrase from (1) in (5):

(5) [A Nobody liked the movie], except John [E tJohn liked the movie].

• With clausal ellipsis as in (5), the except-phrase provides the antecedent to support the ‘John reading’
of (1b). Full syntactic identity between 〈E2〉 and 〈A2〉 in (6) brings the ‘John reading’ into line with
standard cases of clausal ellipsis:

(6) [A1 Nobody liked the movie], except John 〈A2 [E1 tJohn liked the movie]〉,
but I don’t know why 〈E2 John liked the movie〉.

• With subjects, the focus-fronting movement involved in stripping is string vacuous. Focus-fronting is
starker with the non-subject exception in (7):1

(7) [A Sam introduced nobody to Mary], except John [E Sam introduced tJohn to Mary].

1The indirect object in (7) ensures this is an instance of free rather than connected except, which will be an important
distinction in the next section.
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• Unsurprisingly, adding a why-sprout to (7) is ambiguous along the same lines as (1), as in (8):

(8) Sam introduced nobody to Mary, except John, but I don’t know why

a. . . . Sam introduced nobody to Mary, except John. (People usually like Mary.)

b. . . . Sam introduced John to Mary. (John is not a nice guy.)

• As in (6), while the ‘nobody reading’ (a) takes the main clause as antecedent, the ‘John reading’ of the
why-sprout takes as antecedent the elided clausal structure of the except-phrase, as in (9):

(9) [A1 Sam introduced nobody to Mary], except John 〈A2 [E1 Sam introduced tJohn to Mary]〉,
but I don’t know why 〈E2 Sam introduced John to Mary〉.

• Thus the proposal solves the puzzle of the two readings in (1/8), with each reading supported by a
different syntactic antecedent:

– The ‘nobody reading’ (a) takes the entire main clause as antecedent.

– The ‘John reading’ (b) takes just the except-phrase as antecedent, including its elided clausal
structure.

• Next we show that the ‘John reading’ is only available when there is clausal structure in the except-phrase
to serve as the antecedent for the why-sprout.

4 Pronounceability in except-phrases

• We predict that the ‘John reading’ should only be available only when there is clausal structure in the
except-phrase to support it.

• We use pronounceability as a proxy to diagnose the presence of clausal structure in (10).

• Clause-final except admits a pronounced clause in (10a), lending support to the presence of the elided
structure in (7) (cf. Reinhart 1991).

• Connected (10b) and clause-initial (10c, cf. 2) except, on the other hand, do not admit pronounced
clausal structure:

(10) a. Sam introduced nobody to Mary, except John [he introduced to Mary].2

b. * Sam introduced nobody except John [he introduced to Mary] to Mary.

c. * Except John [he introduced to Mary], Sam introduced nobody to Mary.

• We infer from this unacceptability that connected (10b) and clause-initial (10c) except, cannot take
clausal complements.

• Hence unlike clause-final except (11a), connected (11b) and clause-initial (11c) except-phrases cannot
contain elided structure, as indicated in (11):

(11) a. Sam introduced nobody to Mary, except John he introduced tJohn to Mary.

b. Sam introduced nobody except John *he introduced tJohn to Mary to Mary.

c. Except John *he introduced tJohn to Mary, Sam introduced nobody to Mary.

• No clausal structure should mean no ‘John reading’. This prediction is borne out in (12):

2(10a) may sound better with do-insertion to carry polarity focus, i.e. Sam introduced nobody to Mary, except John he DID
introduce to Mary ; likewise for (13a), below. The pronoun he is intended to corefer with Sam, and could be pronounced as such.
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(12) a. Sam introduced nobody to Mary, except John, but I don’t know why.
Reading: nobody/John

b. Sam introduced nobody except John to Mary, but I don’t know why.
Reading: nobody/*John

c. Except John, Sam introduced nobody to Mary, but I don’t know why.
Reading: nobody/*John

• Thus we correctly predict the ‘John reading’ to track the potential presence of clausal structure in the
exceptive phrase, as diagnosed by the proxy of pronounceability.

• (10) tested whether a perfectly grammatical clause was admissible in certain positions. Therefore issues
surrounding repair effects in clausal ellipsis do not arise.3

• The prediction that the ‘John reading’ depends on antecedent clausal structure is borne out more subtly
with except for in (13):4

– There is interspeaker variation as to whether except for admits pronounced clausal structure (13a).

– We infer that except for admits (elided) clausal complements only for some speakers (13b).

– The ‘John reading’ is available for the why-sprout in (13c) for exactly those speakers who accept
pronounced clausal structure in (13a):

(13) a. % Sam introduced nobody to Mary, except for John he introduced to Mary.

b. Sam introduced nobody to Mary, except for John %he introduced tJohn to Mary.

c. Sam introduced nobody to Mary, except for John, but I don’t know why.
Reading: nobody/%John

• In sum, when there is (elided) clausal structure in the except-phrase, as diagnosed by the proxy of
pronounceability, the ‘John reading’ is available: clause-final except (a), %except for (13).

• When there is no such clausal structure, there is no syntactic antecedent to support the ‘John reading’,
which therefore disappears: connected except (b), clause-initial except (c), %except for (13).

3That said, repair effects are why are looking at sprouting, not sluicing. Sluicing repairs island violations, famously as in (i)
(Ross 1969):

(i) They want to hire someone who speaks a Balkan language, but I can’t remember which (Balkan language)
(*they want to hire someone who speaks).

Consider the sluicing version of (8) in (ii). The correlate some boy is in the except-phrase, with the sluice in (iia) unambiguously
about the boy Sam introduced to Mary. This might tempt us to rely on clausal structure in the except-phrase for the antecedent
for the sluice, as in (iib). But the antecedent could just as well be the entire first conjunct, with sluicing repairing the island
violation, as in (iic):

(ii) a. Sam introduced nobody to Mary, except some boy, but I don’t know which boy.

b. Sam introduced nobody to Mary, except some boy he introduced to Mary, but I don’t know
which boy he introduced twhich boy to Mary.

c. Sam introduced nobody to Mary, except some boy, but I don’t know
which boy he introduced nobody to Mary, except twhich boy .

4Rudin (2019: 275, ex. 39) exemplifies with except (i). But he also traces the observation back to Merchant (2001: 22, ex.
32i), who has except for (ii); and back to the quoted film itself (iii):

(i) Nobody liked the movie except Jerry, and I have no idea why — he’s usually very highbrow.

(ii) Nobody’ll talk to you, except for old Wakasha. I have no idea why. (from the context it’s clear that this means ‘I have no
idea why old Wakasha will talk to you’) (Graham Greene in Thunderheart, 1992 US film)

(iii) A: They don’t want you here. Ain’t nobody gonna talk to you.
B: Fine.
A: Except for the wica’sa wakan, and I don’t know why.
B: The who?
A: The man who sent me to find you. Says he has some information for the FBI. (Thunderheart, 1992 US film)
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5 Alternative analyses

• Our syntactic proposal correctly predicts that the availability of the ‘John reading’ co-varies with the
presence of clausal structure in the except-phrase.

• As such, it fares better than plausible alternative analyses in terms of entailment or differences between
free and connected exceptives.

• First, a semantic analysis might source the antecedent for the ‘John reading’ from the entailment
properties of except-phrases.

• The entailments in (14) could supply the ‘John readings’ of the why-sprouts in (1) and (8), either
directly (Kroll 2016) or indirectly by licensing the construction another syntactic object (Fox 2000):

(14) a. Nobody liked the movie, except John. ⇒ John liked the movie.

b. Sam introduced nobody to Mary, except John. ⇒ Sam introduced John to Mary.

• This exclusivity entailment is carried by all kinds of except-phrases, regardless of whether they are
except or except for, connected or free, clause-final or clause-initial.

• Prediction: the ‘John reading’ should be available with all except-phrases.

• Falsified by the disappearance of the ‘John reading’ with connected except (12b), clause-initial free
except (12c), and for some speakers with except for (13c).

• Second, the availability of the ‘John reading’ is not conditioned by whether the except-phrase is
connected to the quantifier phrase it associates with, or free from it (Hoeksema 1995).

• Taking free except, the ‘John reading’ is available with clause-final free except (1b, 8b, 12a), but is
crucially unavailable with clause-initial free except (12c) (and with clause-final free except for (13c) for
some speakers).

6 Clausal except-phrases

• The availability of the ‘John reading’ tracks neither entailment, nor the free vs. connected position of
the except-phrase, but rather the presence of (elided) clausal structure in the except-phrase.

• Our analysis is in accord with independent arguments for elided clausal structure in except-phrases.

• Pronominal binding (15) (cf. Potsdam 2018 for Malagasy):

– The indicated reading of (15a), with his bound by every boy, is not available. We take this to be
because every boy does not c-command his.

– But the bound reading is available in (15b), where his is inside an except-phrase. We see no reason
why adding the except-phrase would result in the pronounced every boy now c-commanding his.

– Rather the availability of the bound variable reading is explained if we postulate elliptical clausal
structure, as in (15c), where on his birthday is sprouted in a position where it is c-commanded by
an elided every boy :

(15) a. * Mary insisted that every boyi work hard in her role as taskmaster on hisi birthday.

b. Mary insisted that every boyi work hard in her role as taskmaster, except on hisi birthday.

c. Mary insisted that every boyi work hard in her role as taskmaster, except on hisi birthday
she insisted that every boyi work hard t[on hisi birthday] in her role as taskmaster.
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• Multiple exceptions (16): Potsdam and Polinsky (2019) present (16a), where the except-phrase hosts
multiple, non-constituent exceptions, motivating an elliptical clausal source (16b):

(16) a. Every boy danced with every girl, except John with Mary.

b. Every boy danced with every girl, except John did not dance with Mary.

• We will turn shortly to the fact that the sentences in (15) and (16) involve every rather than nobody.

7 German exceptives

• The availability of the ‘John reading’ in why-sprouts to sentences containing an exceptive co-varies
with the presence of (elided) clausal structure in the except-phrase; as diagnosed by pronounceability as
a proxy, and in accord with independent arguments for clausal structure in except-phrases.

• A parallel argument can be made with exceptive phrases in German.

• With außer (17), ‘except’ (a), no clausal structure can be pronounced (b), and a warum-sprout (c) is
unambiguous — there is no ‘Hans reading’:

(17) a. Sam
Sam

hat
has

Maria
Mary

jeden
everyone

vorgestellt,
introduced,

außer
except

Hans.
John

‘Sam introduced everyone to Mary, except John.’

b. * Sam
Sam

hat
has

Maria
Mary

jeden
everyone

vorgestellt,
introduced,

außer
except

Sam
Sam

hat
has

Maria
Mary

Hans
John

(nicht)
(not)

vorgestellt.
introduced

c. Sam
Sam

hat
has

Maria
Mary

jeden
everyone

vorgestellt,
introduced,

außer
except

Hans,
John,

aber
but

ich
I

weiß
know

nicht
not

warum.
why

‘Sam introduced everyone to Mary, except John, but I don’t know why.’
Reading: jeden / *Hans

• With nur . . . nicht (18), ‘only . . . not’ (a), clausal structure can be pronounced (b), and the ‘Hans
reading’ is available for the warum-sprout (c):

(18) a. Sam
Sam

hat
has

Maria
Mary

jeden
everyone

vorgestellt,
introduced,

nur
only

Hans
John

nicht.
not

‘Sam introduced everyone to Mary, only not John.’

b. Sam
Sam

hat
has

Maria
Mary

jeden
everyone

vorgestellt,
introduced,

nur
only

Hans
John

hat
has

Sam
Sam

Maria
Mary

nicht
not

vorgestellt.
introduced

‘Sam introduced everyone to Mary, only John he didn’t introduce to Mary.’

c. Sam
Sam

hat
has

Maria
Mary

jeden
everyone

vorgestellt,
introduced,

nur
only

Hans
John

nicht,
not,

aber
but

ich
I

weiß
know

nicht
not

warum.
why

‘Sam introduced everyone to Mary, only not John, but I don’t know why.’
Reading: jeden / Hans

• However, note that these examples involve jeden ‘everyone’ rather than niemanden ‘no-one’ . . .

8 Negation

• Until the last two sections, all of our examples associated an except-phrase with the negative existential
quantifier nobody.

• But except-phrases can associate just as well with universal quantifiers like everybody in (19), which
exhibits a parallel ambiguity to (1):
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(19) Everybody liked the movie, except John (didn’t like the movie), but I don’t know why

(a) . . . everybody liked the movie, except John. (People usually hate trashy movies.)

(b) . . . John didn’t like the movie. (He usually loves trashy movies.)

• The ‘everybody reading’ (a) is uninteresting, as before, given exact identity.

• But now negation is now added to the puzzle of the ‘John reading’ (b).

• The same goes for except-phrases with non-subjects, with (20) parallel to (8):

(20) Sam introduced everybody to Mary, except John (Sam didn’t introduce to Mary),
but I don’t know why

a. . . . Sam introduced everybody to Mary, except John. (People tend not to like Mary.)

b. . . . Sam didn’t introduce John to Mary. (John is a perfectly nice guy.)

• In principle, polarity mismatches are tolerable in clausal ellipsis, as evinced by Kroll (2016) (21), and
permitted by Rudin’s (2019) vP-level syntactic identity condition:

(21) Either turn in your final paper by midnight or explain why you didn’t turn it in by midnight!

• We can still wonder about the syntactic structure of the elliptical except-clause.

• In particular, is the negation sentential not (Vostrikova 2019), or contributed by except (Potsdam and
Polinsky 2019)?

• If the except-phrase contains sentential negation not, this would involve a tolerable polarity mismatch
between it and its antecedent.

• If negation is contributed by except, this would involve a tolerable polarity mismatch between the
except-phrase and the why-sprout.5

• Vostrikova (2019) argues that since the Negative Polarity Item any is licensed in (22a), sentential
negation is elliptically present as in (22b):

(22) a. John danced with everyone, except with any girl from his class.

b. John danced with everyone, except John didn’t dance with any girl from his class.

• But the NPI test also works in (23):

(23) Everyone came to the party, except any boys from Mary’s class.

• The except-phrase associates with the universal quantifier in subject position, whereas NPIs are not
licensed by sentential negation (24):

(24) * Any boys didn’t come to the party.

• This suggests that the negation is bundled with except higher up (Potsdam and Polinsky 2019), akin to
high negations that license NPIs in subject position (25):

(25) a. Mary doubts that any boys came.

b. Mary didn’t go, nor did anyone from Bill’s class.

5Note that (21) also involves a why-sprout. However, not all speakers accept polarity mismatch examples like (21). An
anonymous reviewer who finds (21) highly degraded also finds (20b) a very hard reading to get. This parallel would argue that
the polarity mismatch is between the except-phrase and the sprout.
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9 Conclusion

• We probed the structure of except-phrases based on the comings and goings of the ‘John reading’ of
why-sprouts, which target the exception only.

• The results support the view that ellipsis requires a syntactic antecedent, and reveals diversity in the
syntax of except-phrases.

• Clause-final except-phrases contain (elided) clausal structure, which can serve as the syntactic antecedent
for clausal ellipsis.

• Connected and clause-initial free except-phrases do not take clausal complements, so cannot provide
such antecedents.

• These findings motivate a hybrid semantic treatment of exceptives, where current theories treat them
uniformly either as quantifier modifiers (von Fintel 1993, Moltmann 1995), or as full clauses (Vostrikova
2019).
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